A Very Important Day

By Maggie Rugg Herold

Vocabulary

1. allegiance
2. chamber
3. citizens
4. citizenship
5. enrich
6. examiner
7. oath
8. petitioners
9. chorused-called out together
10. certificate-an official document that gives information
11. harbor-a sheltered place along the coast where ships can safely dock

Spelling

1. horse 18. curl
2. chore 19. shirt
3. firm 20. search
4. learn
5. dirty
6. curve 21. thoroughbred
7. world 22. fortunate
8. pure 23. hurdle
9. board 24. foreign
10. course 25. earnest
11. heard
12. return
13. cure
14. score
15. worm
16. thirteen
17. worn
Theme 2 Spelling Review
1. gear
2. howl
3. wood
4. bounce
5. jaw
6. put
7. year
8. false
9. couch
10. dawn
11. push
12. sauce
13. spare
14. tool
15. full
16. search
17. roof
18. pull
19. hardly
20. world
21. dairy
22. chore
23. curl
24. dirty
25. alarm
26. cheer
27. charge
28. horse
29. heard
30. return
That day, turned out to be an important day in my life, as I took a decision all by myself, giving importance to my likes and dislikes, understanding my strengths and weaknesses. These are the two days that are very important for me. First for not able to stand for myself. And second for correcting the first. So, coming to the answer, the most important day in once life, is the day, that decides once future, the day one resolves to stand by oneself, the day one becomes mature enough to take a right decision that is based on reason and not influences. The day can be about education, employment, In this story, several different families from other countries prepare to become US citizens. Characters from different cultures share one exciting and important event. (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Reading, 2005). This lesson was created as part of the Basal Alignment Project, during which teachers created CCSS-aligned lessons for existing literary and information texts in basal readers. All page numbers and unit/week designations found in this lesson relate to the edition of the basal reader named above. If you are using a trade book or different edition of this title, the page/unit/week refere Common law is very important in the day to day life and activities. Through common law people are able to find a reference point in resolving conflicts. Why health promotion is important? it is very important to stay healthy by eating a reasonable amount fruit and vegetables and meat every day keeping good hygiene ,excise it's all very important and keeping your teeth clean is important too. When will System of a down come to Armenia? Some very very nice and important day liek april 24 the day od the armenian genocide Serj said they are likely to have concert on that very day on 2012 let& Today is a very important day for the person most important to you - it's the day he begins a new place for his family, his daughter peeking out of her bedroom and giggling when she sees him wrestling with you. It's a beginning, it's a new light, it's something none of you expected. It's something big for the love of your life.Â A Very Important Day. A new post was needed, since the whole story was finally read. Oh my god, this fic.